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Artificial intelligence and NLP provide a wide scope for accomplishing Intelligent document image 

processing and comprehension. Understanding a document image involves the tasks such as document cleaning 

[3][6], layout analysis, text and non-text segmentation, extraction of paragraphs, text lines, words and characters. 

In the context of document images, AI and NLP support developing different intelligent applications like 

document/text classification, sentiment analysis, text similarity, text summarization. In the current digital era, huge 

volumes of document images are being generated in the compressed form for the efficiency of storage and 

transmission. In such a scenario accomplishing direct and intelligent processing of compressed documents without 

decompression is a challenging research issue. The research papers [2] and [1] accomplish the task of text line and 

word segmentation directly in JPEG compressed Printed and Handwritten text document images. 

Segmentation in handwritten document images is very challenging, due to the presence of uneven spacing, 

variable font sizes, overlapping and touching components, and it becomes much more challenging if it is to be 

done directly in the compressed images. Intelligent algorithms have been developed to accomplish text line 

segmentation in compressed document images such as tunneling algorithm in case of Run Length Encoding and 

space penetration algorithm in case of JPEG. Subsequently intelligent strategies for word and character 

segmentation have also been proposed. On the other hand, printed documents like newspapers, magazines, 

research articles have their own segmentation challenges like different layout, presence of text and non-text 

components, variable and complex background, different types of font size and font style. Intelligent algorithms 

have been developed to tackle these challenges both in compressed domain and conventional pixel domain. 

Searching for a keyword in a document image or simply word-spotting is a very critical problem in case 

of document images. Addressing these problems in case of compressed document image will be a really difficult 

task, specifically in document images that exist with different resolutions, layout, font size, font style, spacing etc. 

Intelligence driven algorithms like OCR based partial decompression method and completely OCR-less and 

decompression-less methods have been investigated to address these issues in compressed document images. 

In all, the research ideas proposed here are really groundbreaking, since they open up new vista in the field 

of AI and NLP driven image analysis, addressing many interdisciplinary research issues related to Storage, 

Transmission and efficient Bandwidth management.   
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